To properly enjoy this VIZ Media preview, please begin reading from right to left.

This book has been printed in the original Japanese format in order to preserve the orientation of the original artwork. Have fun with it!

follow the action this way.
Adventure 5
Lights, Camera... Action!
WHERE IS IT?! WHERE IS IT? WHERE IS IT?!
THERE IT IS!!
FOUND IT, FOUND IT!!
YIPPEE!!

CONFERENCE CALL FOUR PALS AT ONCE!!
The walkie-talkie with the built-in video camera!!
Everybody wants an xtransceiver!!

COMING SOON!!
Oh my! You have a keen eye for cool gadgets!
WOW! WE HAVEN'T WASTED A SHOT ON THOSE PATRAT!

LIKE THIS?

I SAID "GIGGLE"!

GIGGLE MORE WHEN YOU SAY, "YOU HAVE A KEEN EYE FOR COOL GADGETS"!

CUT!!

Hmph.

MY COMPANY GUARANTEES CUSTOMER SATISFACTION!

THEY LOOK GREAT AND THEY'RE NATURAL ACTORS! OUR ADVERTISERS ARE GONNA LOVE THIS SPOT!!

WHY, THANK YOU!

YOUR POKÉMON REALLY ARE PROS, MS. WHITE!!

I PROMISE TO DELIVER THE PERFECT POKÉMON TO MEET YOUR NEEDS! WE DO...

CALL ME ANY TIME YOU NEED A POKÉMON FOR A SCENE.

COMEDIES!

TEARJERKERS!

EXTREME STUNTS!!
BW AGENCY IS ALWAYS THERE FOR YOU...

I JUST CHECKED THE REHEARSAL SHOT, AND THERE'S A PASSERBY IN THE BACKGROUND!!

AIEE! I'M SORRY, I'M SORRY!

HEYYYY! HOW MANY YEARS HAVE YOU BEEN AN ASSISTANT DIRECTOR?!

OKAY!! OKAY, LET'S MOVE ON TO THE REAL SHOT...

E-EXCUSE ME... WE'RE SHOOTING A TV COMMERCIAL HERE...

THAT GUY OVER THERE!! GO TELL HIM TO SHOVE OFF!!
I'M GOING TO THE POKÉMON LEAGUE! AND I'M GONNA WIN!!!

THIS GOOFBALL IS A MAIN CHARACTER?!
Adventure 5
Lights, Camera...Action!

Braviary♂
Valiant Pokémon
Nickname: Brav

Musha♀
Dream Eater Pokémon
Nickname: Musha

Tepig♂
Fire Pig Pokémon
Nickname: Tep

Ready or not, here I come!!

I will crush you!!

You too, reigning champion!!

Watch out, elite four!!

...Win that tournament!!!

I am so totally absolutely gonna...
WHY?!
BECAUSE WE'RE SHOOTING A TV COMMERCIAL HERE!

WHY?

UM... COULD YOU MOVE OUT OF THE WAY? PLEASE?

IS SOMEBODY FILMING AN EDUCATIONAL VIDEO ABOUT HYPERACTIVE CHILDREN ON THE LOT...?!

HIS VOICE SURE CARRIES...!

...THE SUN, SKY AND SEA!

JUST HOLD ON A SEC. I'M ALMOST DONE.

I'M IN THE MIDDLE OF ANNONCING MY DREAMS TO...

SORRY, BUT...

OF COURSE, THE TEPIG, RIGHT?

HEY, WHITE! DO YOU HAVE THAT POKÉMON I ASKED YOU ABOUT? FOR TOMORROW'S FILMING?

THE WARM WEATHER IS BRINGING THE WEIRDOS OUT OF THE WOODWORK...

I CAN'T! THE DIRECTOR'S GONNA KILL ME!

HEAR MY VOW!

NO PROBLEM.

PERFECT. YOU'RE A GREAT HELP--AS ALWAYS.
WHAT...?! 

...BOTH A MALE AND FEMALE TEPIG WITH ACTING CHOPS.

BW AGENCY IS THE ONLY TALENT OUTFIT THAT HAS...

BY THE TIME THE REQUEST GETS TO ME, THE MOST IMPORTANT PART HAS DROPPED OUT!!

THE ADVERTISER DISTRIBUTOR PRODUCER DIRECTOR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR ME...

THIS ALWAYS HAPPENS!

NO WAY! I WAS ONLY TOLD TO BRING ONE FEMALE TEPIG.

I BLAME THAT SECOND-RATE A.D.!!

PHEW... I REALLY NEED TO GET THAT SCENE FINISHED TOMORROW. I'M COUNTING ON YOU!

UM, MR. DIRECTOR, SIR...

YIKES! HE FOLLOWED ME!!

HEY! DON'T YOU GET IT?!

WELL... I NEED BACK-UP...

WHAT IS IT NOW?! DID YOU GET RID OF THAT BOY YET?
ONE YEAR FROM TODAY, THE NEXT TOURNAMENT IS GONNA BE HELD AT THE END OF VICTORY ROAD!!

Coming Next Year!!
The New Pokémon League

HMPH!!

OKAY, OKAY!! I GET THE MESSAGE. NOW WHY DON'T YOU DISCUSS THIS FURTHER WITH YOURSELF, SOMEWHERE ELSE? PREFERABLY FAR, FAR AWAY...

AND I'M GONNA COME OUT ON TOP... AT THE END!!

I'LL BE ON MY WAY...

WHATEVER! I'M FINISHED ANYWAY, AND I'M ALL FIRED UP NOW!!

CAN YOU BELIEVE IT?! ALL KINDS OF SKILLED TRAINERS ARE GONNA GATHER THERE FROM ALL OVER THE UNOVA REGION TO CHALLENGE EACH OTHER WITH THEIR POKÉMON BATTLE SKILLS!!
BRAV...

MUSHA...

C'MON, TEP.

SIGH. WHAT SHOULD I DO...?
BOOM!

tupa tupa
tupa

ta-ta-ta

GIGI ?!

HUH ?!

shmush
UM...

C'MON, LET'S GO!!

Hey, Tep! What are you up to?

A BOY TEPIG!!

I FOUNDED ONE!!

Whatis your name?

My name is White. I represent the BW Agency.

I'm...

...Black!

Who, me?
MR. BLACK, I'VE GOT A BIG FAVOR TO ASK! ARE YOU BY ANY CHANCE FREE TOMORROW AT, OH... EXACTLY TWO O'CLOCK?!

OH! W-WHAT HAPPENED HERE?!
YOU'RE BLAMING
ME?!
H-HOLD
ON!
WHAT
HAPPENED
HERE?!
ARE YOU
RESPONSIBLE
FOR THIS?!
HEY, YOU!!

Y--YOU'RE
THE ONLY
STRANGER
HERE!!
IT HAS TO
BE YOU!!

BEATS ME!
THIS IS HOW
I FOUND THE
SET WHEN I
CAME BACK
TO RESUME
SHOOTING!!

IF THIS GUY
GETS ARRESTED,
HE'LL TAKE
HIS BOY
TEPIG WITH
HIM!

TH--THIS IS BAD!
THE POLICE??
MR. DIRECTOR!!
WE BETTER CALL
THE POLICE!!

I WON'T BE
ABLE TO PROVIDE
THE POKÉMON
THEY ORDERED...
AND MY
REPUTATION
WILL GO
DOWN THE
DRAIN!!

AND TOMORROW'S
FILM SHOOT WILL BE
RUINED!!
I CAN PROVE...

P-PLEASE CALM DOWN, EVERYONE! THERE'S NO PROOF THAT HE'S RESPONSIBLE, RIGHT? LET'S WORK THIS OUT TOGETHER...

...MY OWN INNOCENCE!!

HUH?! YOU'RE STANDING UP FOR ME?! YOU DON'T NEED TO DO THAT!

MUSHA!!

NOBODY MOVE!!

PLOINK
My mind has to go totally blank...

Words are just white noise to me now!

Quiet!

What are you doing...?!

Totally blank...
WHITE NOISE COALESCES INTO BLACK...

INFORMATION IS FLOWING INTO MY MIND...

THE CULPRIT IS...

I'VE GOT IT!!
EVERYBODY WAS HOLDING ON TO SOMETHING METAL.

CLUE NUMBER ONE... A CAMERA, MICROPHONE AND METAL CASE.

THERE ARE FIVE UNCONSCIOUS PEOPLE HERE.

NOW THAT YOU MENTION IT-

CLUE TWO... THERE'S A SLIGHT SCORCHED SCENT IN THE AIR.

THEY'RE LYING IN A CIRCLE.

THAT'S RIGHT...

CLUE THREE... THE PLACEMENT OF THESE FIVE PEOPLE...
I just saw something shiny.

And last but not least...

Fosh

Tep!

Electricity is flowing through this "wire"!!

Don't touch it!!

What's this...?!
HELP ME!!

BRAVE!

ZWOOP

I KNOW YOU'RE HIDING IN THERE...

COME OUT!!

P-KANG P-KANG P-KANG
A Galvantula!!

102 Galvantula EleSpider Pokémon

When attacked, they create an electric barrier by spitting out many electrically charged threads.

Eek!!
IT'S OBVIOUS NOW! THESE FIVE PEOPLE FELL INTO GALVANTULA'S TRAP AND THE SHOCK KNOCKED THEM OUT!!

RUN!! YOU'LL GET SHOCKED TOO IF ANY OF THAT WEB TOUCHES YOU!!

WHAP

NEVER LET ME DOWN!!

BESIDES, MY POKÉMON...

YOU'VE GOTTA BE KIDDING ME!

YOU BETTER RUN FOR IT YOURSELF!!

I'LL NEVER GET INTO THE POKÉMON LEAGUE IF I RUN FROM DANGER!!
I CAN'T DO ANYTHING ABOUT THAT...
WHAT DO YOU PLAN TO DO ABOUT THAT, EH...?!!

NOW WE CAN'T FILM OUR TV COMMERCIAL!!

YOUR UNORTHODOX TACTICS SCORCHED EVERY BLADE OF GRASS AND ALL MY EQUIPMENT...

I'M GRATEFUL YOU RESOLVED THIS MYSTERY, HOWEVER...

WELL...
Huh?! Because as of this moment, this young man is my employee.

What?!

B-but why, Ms. White?!

BW Agency will happily compensate you for all the damages!!

Please. Call me "boss"!

Hey, you—

Come on. We might as well call it a day.

...Being exploited by humans...

I see more Pokémon...